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WELCOME TO SCOJO NEW YORK 
Luxury Reading Eyewear

Our SCOJO New York’s collection of luxury eyewear is inspired by the confident and contemporary 
style of New York City. Our designers construct cutting edge and vibrant styles so your personality can 

shine. We use the finest materials to enhance your overall experience resulting in a supreme comfort 
level while reading.

We are dedicated to enhancing your customer’s reading experience. Sooth your reading struggles and 
try our luxury quality optical grade lenses and BluLite protection for the ultimate leisure experience. 

Our lens clarity sets us apart from our competitors as there is no warping or waves in the middle of our 
lenses. Most people who try our lenses for the first time find that they are about half a power lower 

than what they’re been purchasing at the drugstore.
 

Our lenses are acrylic, shatter resistant, and meticulously quality checked in three different stages to 
ensure perfect lens quality.
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GELS ORIGINAL COLLECTION
Luxury Reading Eyewear

High-quality reading lenses with beveled edges to prevent edge chipping.
 

Hard coating is applied to the lenses to protect the lens from scratching easily.
 

Drill mount holes are cut cleanly and precisely with the most advanced CNC technology cutting machine to prevent the lens 
from cracking and crazing. The hole is then lined with a protective bushing that encapsulates it and offers an extra measure of 

protection against cracking.
 

TR90 material is a surgical grade plastic that ensures the highest performance of durability and 
flexibility in the material.

Crafted for comfort, our classic Gels collection provides a selection of  sleek, 
ready-to-wear styles. Durable, lightweight and our original top seller.

Gels Original - TortoiseGels Original - Crystal

Gels Original - MidnightGels Original - Cobalt

Gels Original - FlameGels Frosted - Frosted GoldGels Frosted - Frosted Fern Gels Original - JadeGels Original - Flame
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Gels Manhattan - Matte BurgundyGels Manhattan - Blush Crystal Gels Manhattan - Matte BlackGels Manhattan - Matte Black

GELS MANHATTAN COLLECTION
Luxury Reading Eyewear

The Gels Manhattan is refined, lightweight, and flexible. A soft matte texture, embellished with working rivets for added style 
and functionality, completes this design.

Crafted from TR90, this material is a surgical grade plastic that ensures the highest performance of durability and flexibility in 
the material.

Our lenses are acrylic, shatter resistant, and meticulously quality checked in three different stages to ensure perfect 
lens quality.

This frame is the talk of the town. A smart and sophisticated reading glass, the Gels 
Manhattan is a flattering unisex silhouette style.

Gels Manhattan - Matte BlackGels Manhattan - Havana

Gels Manhattan - Matte CrystalGels Manhattan - Matte Navy Blue
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TRIBECA COLLECTION
Luxury Reading Eyewear

All our Tribecas are made from high quality acetate and are handmade optical quality frames. They are finished with the same 
tumbling and polishing process we use on our optical frames.

 
This collection is based on the individuality that makes this community whole. We highlight the passion for life and the 

uniqueness of each individual in every one of our exclusive designs.

Our Tribecas have a V-shape bevel, unlike the traditional square-shape bevel for most reading glasses, that allows any 
perscription to sit securly within our Tribeca frames. 

 
Our lenses are acrylic, shatter resistant, and meticulously quality checked in three different stages to ensure perfect 

lens quality.

Tribeca collection is fashion forward and offers a myriad of inventive shapes, patterns 
and color palettes inspired by the New York City lifestyle. 

Bleeker Street - Tortoise/Evergreen Lewis Street - Harbor Blue

Greys - Cerulean DropBenson Street - Black Tokyo/Silver

Dolan - Auburn FlameJardine Place - Figs And HoneyElizabeth Street - Brown TigerGreys - Cerulean Drop
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BLULITE COLLECTION
Luxury Reading Eyewear

The blue light filters limit the amount of blue light allowed to pass through the lens. This is based on isolating the spectrum range 
where blue light exists and blocking/filtering those wavelengths out while letting all other wavelengths of visible light through. 

 
Our BluLite technology is cast within our lens and cannot be scratched off. 

 
The lenses transmit 60% at the 400-420 range, 75% at the 430-460 range and 80% at the 465-500 wavelength ranges.

 
Our lenses are acrylic, shatter resistant, and meticulously quality checked in three different stages to ensure perfect 

lens quality.

Through blue light filtering technology, fashion meets function with our latest BluLite 
styles. Optical grade lenses provide crystal-clear clarity.

Bookman - Transparent GreyArial - Blue Crystal

Tahoma - Harbor BlueCourier - Tortoise

Arial - Blue CrystalDottie - Blackberry Shimmer Omega - Crystal/Grey DemiBiko - Rose Gold
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SUNGLASSES COLLECTION
Luxury Reading Eyewear

SCOJO New York Suns have three different lense types: plano sun, bifocal and full powered sun lenses.

The bifocal lense are available in powers +1.00, +1.50, +2.00 and +2.50.

Full powered sun lenses in powers +1.50, +2.00, +2.50 and +3.00.

Our lenses are acrylic, shatter resistant, and meticulously quality checked in three different stages to ensure perfect 
lens quality.

Seek adventure. Stay Chic. Our suns offer expression for the unapologetically bold. 

Jumel Sun - Reading SunglassesCenter Sun - Reading Sunglasses

MintedLiberty Sun - Reading Sunglasses

Mortimer - OnyxStag - Matte Black Posh - Shimmering StoneNewel - OnyxMortimer - Onyx
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ACCESSORIES
Luxury Reading Eyewear

These mixed acetate earrings are crafted from the 
repurposed material of our luxury frames. The SoHo 
Earrings are for those who appreciate the finer things 
in life and aren’t afraid to express their individuality.

This fine leatherette display offers a creative way to 
store all of your readers. The SCOJO New York Book 
Display allows its owner to hide away their collection 

or flaunt it for all to see.

This mixed acetate necklace is crafted from the repurposed 
material of our luxury frames. The Manhattan Necklace’s 
unique textures represent the iconic and hectic culture of 
New York’s most popular borough.

Made with care, the SCOJO Mask boasts an 
ergonomic design for ultimate comfort. With 

SCOJO New York branding to boot this mask is 
high-end fashion for a different part of your face.

SCOJO Mask

Book Display

Manhattan Necklace -  Blue Tiger

SoHo Earrings

See all accessories on scojo.com/scojo-accessories
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POP COUNTER CARDS
Luxury Reading Eyewear
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COMING SOON
Luxury Reading Eyewear

Gels Butterfly Gels Square Progressive

Gels Almond ProgressiveGels Geometric

Gels Cat Gels Slim Rectangle

Our best seller Gels Original collection coming in new shapes!
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DISPLAY GUIDE
Buy assortments of frames meticulously planned by our analytics team

5% Savings

Display Cost = $21.50          Frame Price (36) = $717.00      After Discount = $681.15
 

Gels Tabletop Display
36 Piece Display - 00436

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion

12”

13”

11.5”

5% Savings

Display Price = $125.00         Frame Price (24) = $965.99         After Discount = $917.69
 

1.25” Hooks

24.25”

8.5”

Tribeca 24-pc Counter Spinner Display
24 Piece Display - 00329

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion
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DISPLAY GUIDE
Buy assortments of frames meticulously planned by our analytics team

18”

9”

20”

5% Savings

Display Price = $94.00         Frame Price (36) = $1,190.99         After Discount = $1,131.44
 

Blulight Wood Patterned Display Box
36 Piece Display - 00024 and 00025

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion

5% Savings

Display Price = $55.00          Frame Price (36) = $1,190.99          After Discount = $1,131.44
 

4.25” Hooks

28”

8” 8”

Blulight 36-pc Counter Spinner Display
32 Piece Display - 00330

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion
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DISPLAY GUIDE
Buy assortments of frames meticulously planned by our analytics team

7% Savings

Display Price = $89.50         Frame Price (44) = $1,376.47        After Discount = $1,280.12
 

2.5” Hooks

28.5”

12.5” 12.75”

Gels 44-pc Counter Spinner Display
44 Piece Display - 00328

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion

18”

9”

20”

7% Savings

Display Price = $94.00         Frame Price (36) = $1,460.49         After Discount = $1,358.26
 

Tribeca Wood Patterned Display Box
36 Piece Display - 00024 and 00025

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion
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DISPLAY GUIDE
Buy assortments of frames meticulously planned by our analytics team

7% Savings

Display Price = $55.00          Frame Price (36) = $1,460.49          After Discount = $1,358.26
 

4.25” Hooks

28”

8” 8”

Tribeca 36-pc Counter Spinner Display
32 Piece Display - 00330

Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion

SCOJO New York 120-pc Floor Spinner Display
120 Piece Display - 00326
Display is FREE with purchase of the promotion

10% Savings

Display Price = $425.00          Frame Price (120) = $3,964.94          After Discount = $3,568.45
 

72.5”

15”
8”
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L U X U R Y  R E A D E R S

E  Q  A  D  C

CONTACT US

800-817-4318

3971 Quebec Ave N, Minneapolis, MN 55427

info@scojo.com

Follow us on social media @scojonewyork


